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QUESTION 1

An application developer has been notified of an issue with the custom code deployed on a production server. Which of
the following is the correct approach for troubleshooting the issue on the production server? 

A. 1. Add statements to the custom code that collects the code state in a circular buffer and add a command to retrieve
the contents of the buffer 

2.

 Deploy this code to production 

3.

 Reproduce the problem, and then download the code state from the new debug command 

B. 1. Add statements to the custom code that uses the java.logging API to output the code state 

2.

 Deploy the code to production and ask an administrator to enable tracing for the problem code 

3.

 Reproduce the problem and ask the administrator for a copy of the trace.log file 

C. 1. Add System.outprintIn() statements with information about the code state to the custom code 

2.

 Deploy this code to production 

3.

 Ask an administrator for a copy of the SystemOut.log file after the issue has been reproduced 

D. 

1. Add statements to the code which uses the java.nio classes to output the code state to a custom text file 

2. Deploy this code to production 

3.

 Ask an administrator for a copy of the file after the issue has been reproduced 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

When setting up a build a process using IBM WebSphere Commerce Build and Deploy, an application developer needs
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to store sensitive information, such as email server usernames and passwords. Which of the following is the most
appropriate location to place these properties? 

A. WCBD_installdir//wcbd/wcbd-encode-properties 

B. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.properties 

C. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build.private.properties 

D. WCBD_installdir/wcbd/wcbd-build-secure.properties 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An application developer needs to expand the shopping cart data, by persisting more data than the commerce shopping
cart ORDERS, ORDERITEMS tables permit. 

Considering performance and code maintenance tradeoff, which approach should be used to achieve this? 

A. Create a new custom table and create an entity bean to map to this table. 

B. Modify the existing ORDERS. ORDERITEMS table, and create an entity bean to map to this table. 

C. Create a new custom table and modify the existing IBM WebSphere Commerce public entity bean. 

D. Modify the existing ORDERS. ORDERITEMS table and corresponding IBM WebSphere Commerce public entity
bean. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An application developer needs to implement a Business Object Document (BOD) command. Which two exceptions
would the developer handle? 

A. ECApplicationException 

B. ECSystemException 

C. ECCommandException 

D. EClOException 

E. ECUserException 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 5

To support the "buy one get one free" functionality, when a consumer adds an item to the shopping cart, another
applicable item should be added automatically. The customer has an external service that they intend to use to
determine the applicable item. 

How can this feature be implemented and made available via REST Service in IBM WebSphere Commerce V7 FEP 7,
with minimum customization? 

A. Extend OrderltemAddCmd/OrderCalculateCmd to call the external service. The extension will automatically be
invoked when the CartHandler service is used. 

B. "Buy one get one free" is a supported type of promotion, it can be created and managed using the Promotions tool in
IBM Management Center for WebSphere Commerce. The feature is available in the out of the box CartHandler service. 

C. Implement a ResourceHandler which invokes a custom entity bean. The custom entity bean calls external service
and updates the PX_PROMOTION table. OrderltemAddCmd will automatically process the table and add the free item
accordingly. 

D. Extend the out of the box OrderHandler, which invokes processOrChangeOrder() in OrderHelper: update
ChangeOrderSOIBODMapping.xml configuration with custom implementation of OrderltemAddCmd/OrderCalculateCmd
to call external service and add the free item accordingly. 

Correct Answer: C 
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